**Introduction**

Chromatin conformation capture technologies (Hi-C) allow us to study the structure of the genome via 2D contacts maps. Recent experimental protocols such as Micro-C have increased the resolution to capture DNA contacts to the nucleosome level. However, Micro-C is expensive and only available for a few human cell-lines. In this work we trained a super-resolution generative adversarial neural network (GAN) architecture to enhance low-resolution Hi-C maps to Micro-C resolution.

**Methods**

The model used was from DeepHiC [1]. This trains a GAN by making use of mean square error loss, perceptual loss [2], total variation (TV) loss [3] and adversarial loss [4]. Our model was trained with Hi-C as input to generate Micro-C. Training with contact maps from the H1 cell-line and testing with the HFF cell-line.

**Results**

The model produces denoised contact maps, and reveals peaks.

**Analysis of Results**

Corners do not always become peaks.

**Conclusion**

To this day, this is the first model that turns Hi-C maps into Micro-C maps. There are many potential applications to this model, such as enhancing and denoising older datasets. This could potentially reveal structures relevant to gene regulation that were previously hidden by biological and experimental noise.
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